Attention: Products noted in “Application Guide” with an (*) are sold in pairs.

Don’t fly blind! Give yourself and your passengers that extra margin of safety. These are transparent sun visors which rotate and extend to offer complete cockpit protection from the sun. The oversized, tinted lenses cut out 95% of the ultraviolet rays, reduces glare by 94% and heat by 86%. Distortion free.

ROSEN THIRD AXIS UPDATE KIT: This update kit will fit any Rosen system that does not come standard with third axis option (Piper systems, for example, come with third axis standard—... P/N 13-04014 .... $77.75

DIM-IT MOVEABLE VISOR
You can keep moving your head to stay in the shade of your visor, or you can get a DIM-IT visor and move it to where you want it. It’s a 6” x 12” sheet of tinted Lexan that can be positioned on any window in the cockpit by means of the attached vinyl suction cup. (An optional self-adhesive adapter plate lets you attach it to porous surfaces as well.) Completely transparent and distortion-free.

DIM-IT Moveable Visor .......... P/N 7172 .... $7.95
Adapter (for porous surfaces) .... P/N 7113 .... $4.65

MINI DIM-IT
Diminishes the intensity of direct sunlight, glare, and reflections. This little visor is made of high strength tinted Lexan and is distortion-free. Place the suction cup on window/ windshield and press. P/N 13-01758 .... $6.95

ADJUSTAVISOR
The Adjustvisor, a clip-on unit that virtually doubles the effective range of stock visors, adds aditional glare and fatigue. Available with smoke polycarbonate lens with UV protection. There’s also a suction cup model for aircraft with canopies. The cups are strong enough and the visor assemblies light enough that they stay attached to any window through most any maneuver. Size: 3.5” x 12”.

Clips-In And Out (2) ........ $36.00
Dimensions: 3.5" x 12" 
(2) $19.50

ROSEN VANS RV-6-7-9 ARC SUNVISOR
The Van’s RV-6-7-9 Sliding Canopy ARC Sunvisor System design provides Vans RV-6-7-9 aircraft owners flexible, multi-axis sun attenuation, glare reduction and pilot comfort during standard cockpit flight operations. Description Part No. Price

ROSEN CREW SUNSHADES
CrewShade is easily fixed to the side windows with (2) attached suction cups. Folds and stores in the included 6” diameter carrying pouch when not in use. Shade dimensions: 16 ” x 17 ”.
P/N 13-06271 ............... $18.95

ROSEN MONORAIL IPAD / IPAD MINI UNIVERAL MOUNTS
Designed to attach to any Rosen Monorail, the Rosen Universal iPad mount system provides a convenient and adjustable deployment. The larger version will accommodate iPads in OtterBox or similar sized cases, while the standard model is delivered with two hook choices to fit all regular-sized cases as well as bare iPads. Note: It will accommodate all of the new iPad Pro 12.9. Currently it won’t open up far enough for the larger Pros. The Mini and Standard models, however, are no problem. Designed to attach to any Rosen monorail. Convenient and fully adjustable to the headrests.

Lage Cases ................ P/N 13-20666 ........ P/N 314.75
Standard Cases/Bare .................... P/N 13-20667 ........ P/N 207.95

HOMEBUILDERS UNIVERSAL MOUNTS
Universal Swivel Mounts - simplify installation into most homebuilt aircraft! Lightweight hardware and optical quality bronze acrylic visor. Designed, and visor tint specified, by eye doctor/ pilot Dr. Steven DeGroff, to reduce, high-altitude and ocular media small-particle scatter and enhance vision at dusk, after sunset, when scotopic vision is used. Hundreds of same class visors are field-approved and in use in the Comanche fleet.
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SUN VISORS